
Literacy Planning – week beginning 20.04.20 

For the next two weeks, we will be working towards writing an explanation text linked with science. 

w/b 20.04.20 Task 

Try it: To write in 

the present 

tense  

Explanation texts should be written in the present tense.  

To practise, rewrite the past tense sentences below in the present tense- you may 

have to change their order so they makes sense.  

Example:    Past: The egg hatched.  Present:  The egg hatches.  

1. Mammals protected their young. 

2. The robin laid several eggs, which began to hatch after incubation. 

3. Whilst they were infants, they remained at risk. 

4. Once a mate has been selected, they reproduced. 

5.  The mother fed the puppies milk to nourish them. 

6.  Once developed, the birds flew from the nest. 

7.   The frogspawn is left by the mother. 

8. Young can be caught by predators if they have been separated. 

 

Use this page if you need more help:  https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-verb-tense 

Challenge: Make a mind map of verbs that are irregular (don’t follow the usual 

pattern of adding –ed for the past tense) or improve these sentences as well as 

changing their tense. 

Try it: To use a 

range of 

complex 

sentences. 

 

 

Write complex sentences to explain why something happens in a life cycle e.g. 

bird life cycle. You should write 2-3 sentences for each type of complex sentence 

(see below). The sentences do not need to link to each other.  

Type 1- Main clause + Subordinate clause 

e.g. The egg is protected because it is vulnerable to predators. 

 

Type 2-  Subordinate clause + Main clause 

e.g. Because it is vulnerable to predators, the egg is protected. 

 

Type 3-  Main clause, Subordinate clause,  Main clause 

e.g. The egg, which is vulnerable to predators, is protected. 

 

Remember your commas for Type 2 and 3 and see our YouTube video for more 

help:  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt7O6pmNVyDOtehvBf87-Dg 

 

Use it: To use 

complex 

sentences and 

write in the 

present tense. 

 

Write a paragraph explaining the one stage of the life cycle of an insect, bird or 

mammal.  Use conjunctions (e.g. when, because, if, so that, although) to explain 

why or how things happens.   

Your paragraph should include one of each type of complex sentence practised 

yesterday and be written in the present tense. 

You might like to use the bird life cycle sheet to help you (lesson 3 resource below). 

 

Reading 

comprehension 

 

How to Fly a Hot Air Balloon 

Keep this afterwards because it is a useful example of an explanation text. 

Try it: To use 

cohesive 

devices 

We can use causal connectives and time adverbials (for support see resource 

sheets – lesson 5) to make our writing cohesive. Use causal connectives and time 

adverbials to make my sentences link into an improved cohesive paragraph 

explaining how to make a cup of tea (you could also offer to make one for a 

family member ). 

Fill the kettle with water and turn it on. Put a tea bag into a cup. Pour the boiling 

water into a cup. Let it brew for a few minutes. Remove the tea bag.  Add milk or 

sugar if desired. Stir the tea.  Give to a family member. 

 

https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-verb-tense
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt7O6pmNVyDOtehvBf87-Dg
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Lesson 5 resources 

Time adverbial examples: 

Time adverbials tell you when something happens. 

First, next, then, after that, finally, after a few minutes, once boiled 

etc  

 

Causal connective examples: 

 

 

Example first sentence with Time adverbial and causal connective. 

 

First, fill the kettle with water and turn it on so that it starts to boil. 

 


